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About This Content

On January 29, 1943 began the offensive Operation "Leap" of the South-Western Front forces. In the first days of the
operation, positions of 320 ID and 298 ID were smashed and both divisions began retreating in disorder to the west. 298 ID

could not be saved and it vanished almost in full under attacks of the Red Army units. Not wishing to lose the second, 320 ID,
the German command developed a plan for its rescue: units of the 2nd MIR LSAH will reach the Andreevka area, between

Zmiev and Balakleya. 320 ID will also arrive there. To ensure the escape of 320 ID, aircraft constantly supplied fuel,
ammunition and food to its location, and dive bombers were actively used by its request. By the end of February 11, units of

Soviet 111 RD had passed Krasnaya Polyana in the direction of Vodyanoe, aiming along the Uda river to Borovoe village, from
where they could strike the rear of the MIR LSAH battlegroup defending Vasishchevo-Lizogubovka-Ternovoe. Block

breakthrough attempts of 320 ID units, playing as the Soviet side, or break through the Soviet encirclement and save 320 ID
units, playing as the German side.
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Four operations of 12 turns for each of the parties (Krasnaya Polyana, February 12-15, 1943).

Precisely recreated area of over 90 sq. km near the Uda river, village Vodyanoye and Krasnaya Polyana.

Historical organizational structure of units at the time of the operation.
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Title: Graviteam Tactics: Raid
Genre: Simulation, Strategy
Developer:
Graviteam
Franchise:
Graviteam Tactics
Release Date: 3 Sep, 2018

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 8.1 (64-bit only)

Processor: AMD FX-8320/Intel Core i3-4160

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: AMD Radeon 7570/nVidia GeForce GTX 650 1GB

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Storage: 5 GB available space

Sound Card: DirectX 9 Compatible

English,Russian
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It's the most boring game I've play. First of all, I'm fan of tycoons, strategies and simulation games. I have never disliked a
tycoon game before.
But this one, it just doensn't have a clear goal. You must choose scene after scene (there are a lot of them) prep it all, but the
results are the same if you did it on the auto mode, pick only the first and last scene and let it roll.
There's no fun or strategy in that. If I could, I would try to get a refund for the first time in my life. Yes, it's that bad.. if you guy
don't find the way to fix all this f**king\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 i swear to the all of god in saiyan planet. "i
will find you and i will kill you"

F**kkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkk. Its funny but you need a lot of patience if you wanna play this game. I
know this game is intentionally trash but I'd at least expect it to be trash and funny. Theres no joke here its just bad with no
purpose, i can see the developers tried to do something and make something out of it but it didnt work. This review may be
edited as the game update, tho, it's still on Early.

PROS:
Awesome!
that was my first impression of this game, and this game still on Early Access, i looking forward to this game.

Addicting
Nice Animation

what make me love this game is the battle, Fast Paced, and Cool Boss Battle, Hero(you call it Warlock here) Variation, and yep,
Skill Variation that grows every level + gain some different animation on certain level

i mean Cool Boss Battle is like:
at the First, that Robot Boss, look like "meh, ez" but, yeah, plot twist,  there's two boss at that room, and the second one isn't ez 
i love the plot twist

CONS:

Achievement Still Error,
Melee Hero isn't that Flexible,
Online Co-op still buggy

.....
I think this game Need more Badass Soundtrack :3. Fractal is one of those easy to pick up puzzle games that you can get into in
only a few minutes. It reminds me of hexcells in presentation, but has its own unique game play. It looks good and plays well.
The aspect of the game that keeps me playing though is the music. It kind of zones me into the game and keeps me going back
for one more go.
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Do you want to rub some waifus? - buy this.
Do you want to catch some pokemons (waifus)? - buy this.
Do you like the games these developers make? - buy this.
Now getting serious about some complaints that others give:
Controls:
They are not a problem if you config them the right way, it can be troublesome to move around the menu, but not annoying
enough to stop playing it for a dumb reason.
Music:
The music is pretty good, but as some say, it restarts in SOME menus, not all, but it can be disappointing they haven't fixed this.
Crashes:
You know the main reason people usually gets a lotta crashes, its because of their PCs or Windows, but for me, i have played it
for 4+ hours and so far so good.
Gameplay:
It's the first time i've played a game like this from these developers, it's actually cool how you move all around the map and
reveal it by every move you make to get important items.
It's the first time i've made a review like this, if its useful for some, im happy, and if its not well i gave it my best try <3

Edit:
Looks like i got my first crash, but not in a specific place or action, just random, after 14 hours and it had to be after capturing a
monster girl >.>. Completed it and still don't know what it's about.
Fun and weird game. Maybe not worth the asking price. It's up to you.. I get that this is in early access, but even if this received
a lot of polish, it would still be a really boring and frustrating game. Things are poorly explained, if at all, and once you start a
party you can only direct your staff, so you can't modify things on the fly; there seems to be a real disconnect between the
outcome of a party and how you're judged on it; you can't place objects on existing room elemtns (couches, etc.) but I have yet
to see a guest use the existing furniture... It's a real mess.

Worse, still, I have seen on the forums that devs have posted about promised updates which have not materialized, and the last
time they promissed something was the beginning of August. It's mid-September at this point, and I haven't seen anything
further form the devs.

Even they seem to have better things to do than this. Take the hint.. Mira needs 2 of her hyper to actually use her hyper.

Iru is annoying.. I\u2019ll be honest, I\u2019ve been avoiding this one. I picked it up around its original release because
I\u2019m a pretty big fan of the developer\u2019s previous game, Spaceport Hope. The pitch is good, the game looks
expansive, and so I had high hopes for digging deep into External Visions. But it didn\u2019t take me long to start running into
roadblocks to my enjoyment, more and more until I decided to put the game down for awhile. Maybe I wasn\u2019t in the
mood for an off-beat metroidvania, I thought. I\u2019ve tried to get back into it several times since then, and each time has only
solidified what I already knew\u2026 It\u2019s not me, game, it\u2019s you.

External Visions ostensibly takes place in the mind of a regular everyman struggling with depression. His battle has turned his
mental landscape into an actual battlefield, rife with grotesque monsters and oppressive entities. If he is to have any chance of
escaping his pain, you\u2019ll need to guide him through the vast halls and labyrinths to do battle with the beasts that inhabit
them. You\u2019ll meet some helpful folks along the way, presumably positive parts of his psyche or memories of people that
have survived the darkness. Ultimately you\u2019ll be questing for a whole little society in here, which only makes the stakes
higher.

Again, it\u2019s a good pitch for a game, but the mind is forever a perilous place to place your game. Surrealism and
symbolism aren\u2019t as simple as putting cracks or mold on your floor tiles, after all. Every part of the game\u2019s design
needs to be informed by the decision to set it in an unreal place, making sure to consider the meaning of every enemy
placement, color palette, and sidequest. To put it bluntly, External Visions doesn\u2019t do that. You know this is all inside your
character\u2019s mind because people tell you, not because there\u2019s any clear symbolism that reveals his traumas and
coping mechanisms. There\u2019s also no significant character development OUTSIDE your character\u2019s mind, which
gives less context and less reason to care about whatever happens INSIDE it.

That wasn\u2019t even what hung me up on the game, though. External Visions plays like a solid enough metroidvania, giving
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you a vast map of interconnected rooms to explore and items to find among them. However, your primary means of overcoming
obstacles is not in the items you collect, but in weapons you essentially borrow. There are terminals all over the game with
numbers 1, 2, and 3 on them. Each is a ranged weapon with a special purpose, like 3 which fires yellow blasts that solidify into
blocks you can jump on. You must find a terminal to use that weapon, and you can only use one at a time. I know what
you\u2019re thinking, and yes, those terminals are not terribly numerous. So to solve many of the puzzles in the game,
you\u2019re going to be backtracking just to pick up the weapon you\u2019re supposed to have at the moment.

It\u2019s an absolutely inexplicable design decision, and one that kills the pacing of the game. I\u2019ve absolutely had
moments where I had a choice between two weapons, picked one, and progressed for 5 or 10 minutes just to reach a roadblock I
should have picked the other for. It\u2019s hardly the only issue with the game, either. The difficulty is all over the place,
starting out even enough for the first hour or two and then spiraling out of control from the library. Controller support is limited
and may require manual bindings to get it working, and some of the choices for sound effects can seriously grate after awhile.
These are mostly small complaints but the add to the big ones in a way that\u2019s hard to ignore.

I know a lot of heart went into making this game, which is why I hate having to describe it in these terms. But there\u2019s no
getting around it, External Visions doesn\u2019t come together in a satisfying way. The core themes are not as fleshed out as
they need to be, and the core gameplay has serious deficiencies that make it hard to stick with. It makes it that much harder to
see decent art direction and level design go into such a flawed game, but no matter how much I want to enjoy it, I can\u2019t. I
hope this title has been a learning experience for team BitClub, and that their next game is every bit the success I wanted this
one to be.

Did you enjoy this review? I certainly hope so, and I certainly hope you'll check out more of them at 
https:\/\/goldplatedgames.com\/ or on my curation page!. I've been playing for a few days and mostly enjoying it. It reminds me
a bit of playing the Paper Mario games (humor-wise). Also very much like playing a healer in an MMO. A lot of fun here. Only
annoyance is the slow walk speed in the world - where are my pokemon game sneakers (run)? Definitely, recommend this one.
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